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o matter how many years I have lived on
scattering of air molecules, wavelengths of
this earth, when the clocks change from
light, refraction of sunlight and the absorption
daylight savings to standard time it always
process, stuff my liberal arts brain doesn’t
takes me awhile to adjust. Once I get home
really quite comprehend. But, even though I
from work and am in for the night, even if it’s
don’t get the physics and meteorology behind
only 5pm, I feel as if it’s closing in on bedtime.
sunsets, I do know that when I see a sherbet
In my opinion, it gets too dark too early. The
colored sky after the sun has slipped below
only positive I see is the chance to enjoy the
the horizon, I am mesmerized by the stunning
nightly sunset, since I’m usually still out in
beauty and the twilight afterglow.
the world in the four o’ clock hour, and since
in the winter the sun is so low in the sky the
Another aspect of winter I particularly like
twilight hues these past few weeks have
is the opportunity to search for migrating
been breathtakingly spectacular. Like others, I
animals who pass through annually like the
attributed the vivid burst of color to manmade
50 foot gray whale or birds
ingredients including dust, and air pollution,
who pop over on their
as well as smoke (both manmade and natural,)
way somewhere else
but according to NOAA, clean air is actually
like the Loggerhead
the main ingredient for the brightly
Shrike. I haven’t yet seen the
colored and most memorable sunrises
majestic whales, but the shrike,
and sunsets. This daily extravaganza
aka “butcherbird,” has been seen
is caused
in the park. Loggerhead Shrikes are
by various
pretty songbirds who “have
combinations
the habits of a raptor.”
of the
Loggerhead Shrike (Lanius ludovicianus) Lacking a raptor’s talons,
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these masked hunters impale their prey on thorns or barbed
wire or wedge them into tight places to eat later. They are
brutal predators who hunt from utility poles, fence posts and
other elevated perches for rodents, lizards, birds, and insects.
They also feed on noxious prey such as monarch butterflies,
but wait several days after spearing them before eating them,
which allows time for the poisons to dissipate. They generally
live in grasslands and other open habitats throughout much
of North America, scanning the ground then swooping in for
a surprise attack. If you see grasshoppers or lizards dangling
from a fence, chances are a Loggerhead Shrike is “in the house.”

Burrowing Owl (Athene cunicularia)

Also found in open grasslands was my “find of the month”
thanks to park volunteer Frank Davern who led me to the
sight of a long-legged owl that hunts on the ground during
the day. Burrowing Owls are small, sandy colored owls with
bright-yellow eyes, flat heads, and white eye brows. They live
underground in burrows they’ve either dug themselves or
took over from a ground squirrel in grasslands, deserts, and
other open habitats. Burrowing Owls hunt close to the ground
and once they’ve located a meal they fly, hover, walk or run to
seize their prey with sharp talons. Insects and rodents make
up the bulk of their diet however they aren’t that choosy and
also eat scorpions, worms, frogs, bats, baby ducks, and even
the young of their own species. Like most owls, Burrowing
Owls are nocturnal, but are active during the day too and can
be spotted hanging outside their burrow as if keeping watch.
The one we saw blended in very nicely to the landscape, but
even though, wasn’t concerned about our presence, nor about
the dogs (leashed and well behaved) that were nearby. If it
was alarmed however, it would have jerked its body quickly up

and down in a defensive posture. In the early spring Burrowing
Owls meet to mate, but before laying eggs they adorn the
entrances to their homes with animal dung, which attracts
dung beetles and other insects that the owls then catch and
eat. They are also known to stash bottle caps, foil, cigarette
butts, and other bits of trash at the doorway, possibly to alert
intruders that the burrow is taken. Although Burrowing Owl
numbers have declined due to human alteration of their
habitat, they are not yet considered endangered, let’s hope it
stays that way.
Another reason I love this time of year is because December
has some of the lowest tides of all 12 months and in the first
week of this month I found myself each day at a different
rocky intertidal area. I heard that the tidepools at Crescent Bay
were home to 30+ ochre seastars and since we are lucky to
find but a sole star these days I wanted to see for myself. Sure
enough, clusters of seastars were clinging to the rocks just
as I’d been told, but I also observed the tiniest of organisms
called a skeleton shrimp. Volunteer Tim Arehart was digging
around in the seaweed and discovered this itty bitty guy that
resembled a strip of brown algae. This tiny invertebrate lives
amongst the bryozoans, hydroids or algae of the same shape
and color and easily blends in to the surroundings (some
skeleton shrimp can actually change color to blend into the
background.) According to the Monterey Bay Aquarium,
“Skeleton shrimp look like, and are sometimes called, “praying
mantises of the sea.” They have two pairs of legs attached to
the front end of their bodies, with three pairs of legs at the
back end. The front legs form
powerful “claws” for defense,
Skeleton Shrimp (Caprella mutica)
grooming and capturing food.
The rear legs have strong claws
that grasp and hold on to algae
or other surfaces. They use their
antennae for filter feeding and
swimming.” They are so small that
skeleton shrimp are invariably
missed by intertidal explorers,
but on December 30 and several
times in January we are offering
guided public tidepool walks and
with tides so low you may have
a chance to find one of these
organisms for yourself. Check our
calendar for scheduled walk dates
(including one to Little Treasure
Cove.)
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Southern Pacific Rattlesnake (Crotalus oreganus helleri)

One animal we don’t normally associate with winter are
rattlesnakes, but Alex and I ran into a baby rattler slithering
along the pavement near the parking lot at Pelican Point lot #1
just a few warm weeks ago. Snakes are cold blooded and since
they have no biological way to stay warm, they tend to be less
active or dormant from late fall through early spring. Brumating
(the extreme slowing down of the metabolism,) snakes
sometimes come out of their dens to bask in the sunshine and
will do so when the temperature reaches 60 degrees or higher
(I’d hardly call 60 degrees balmy!) Rattlesnakes are even known
to move around during extended warm periods during winter
months, especially if they hole up in a stump or other location
that can be warmed easily by sunshine. So, snakes are awake
even when the weather outside is “frightful,” albeit just very
lethargic thus we don’t often see them moving around. In
southern California it is probably a best practice to just consider
that rattlesnakes are active year round and be aware that they
live in all areas of the park.
In Partnership with the Irvine Ranch Conservancy (IRC,)
California State Parks is developing a formal document; the
Natural Resource Management Plan for the backcountry
and the coastal terrace of Crystal Cove State Park. IRC
has been contracted to collect data, inventory the natural
resources, conduct plant and wildlife surveys, and provide
a comprehensive document outlining goals and objectives
for management of the Park’s nearly 3,000 acres of
terrestrial natural resources. The plan will focus on several
key areas including management of wildlife and sensitive
plants, invasive species, wildfire, recreational use and
infrastructure, and opportunities for public engagement and
stewardship. The preparation of the plan is expected to take
approximately 18 months, but progress can be viewed at
www.crystalcovenrmp.com . This is a huge endeavor and will
provide a vital addition to the park’s general plan.
Come the New Year, Crystal Cove State Park will embark on a
project that has been in the planning process for quite a long
time. On January 8, 2018 construction will begin on the final
ADA improvement project in the Los Trancos parking lot
which will include: replacing the broken concrete along the walk
ways and from the shuttle stop down to the restrooms, installing
an ADA approved path with handrails and lights, relocating the
shuttle stop from the existing spot adjacent to the Los Trancos

trailer to align with the path to the restrooms, and improving
the shuttle stop itself with a new covered structure, benches,
a technologically improved APM machine and a space for
interpretive information. Part two of this project will commence
a bit later in the year and will change the configuration of the
Los Trancos entrance and exit to accommodate two lanes in
either direction (what an ingenious decision to help alleviate
summer traffic.) With the sheer number of visitors enjoying
the park annually, especially during the 100 days of summer
(and all the hot weekends before and afterwards) all these new
improvements will allow for much better service to the public.
The last and final piece of the Los Trancos project, hopefully
before I retire, will be the installation of a new modular classroom/
office. I may be dreaming, but I am optimistic.
At this year’s Soiree, Crystal Cove Conservancy staff led by the lovely
and talented Karina Menezes created a video for Soiree party
goers. According to Karina: “We wanted to create a video that
represented the beauty of Crystal Cove and the little community
that comes with it. Making everyone fall back in love with this
place whether as a reminder to come back and visit or simply to
remember their favorite memories. We made it for soirée attendees
to watch as they were shuttled over but now are sharing with
everyone to keep people coming back and supporting Crystal
Cove.” In addition to the fun script and whimsical music, Sea Glass
Rick provided some amazing (and permitted) drone footage that
beautifully captured the park. Check it out!
Recently I met up with an old friend; a woman whose son had
gone to pre-school with my kids (cue the tears.) She asked me
“what I liked to do for fun?” I know it sounds cliché (as if I’m
posturing for a raise), but working at Crystal Cove State Park
is fun for me. Whether I’m walking along the bluff, hiking up
a trail, exploring the intertidal zone, or birding along a creek,
I feel restored and refreshed whenever I am out in the park. I
love teaching students, interacting with volunteers, creating
interpretive displays like panels (check out the new beautiful
kelp forest panel installed at the Little Treasure Cove overlook,)
and heck, even sitting at my computer doing office work.
Mostly though, I just like being outdoors with my ears open and
my eyes wide. At this time of year, I particularly like watching
sunsets and walking along the beach as the day is ending. And
so, I love this quote from the young poet Mattie Stepanek who
said: “Sunset is still my favorite color, and rainbow is second.”
May you have a new year filled with an abundance of both!

Winter

